
















Eco-Philosophy for Human blue―Slope of Nemophila flowers 
 
KAWAMOTO Hideo 
Color is the most basic elemental character in the environment that surrounds human beings. 
Among various colors, green and blue are dominant in the ratio. Green, the color of plants, 
represents a botanical environment and directly connected with human survival. Blue, by the way, 
is in a unique position. The sky is blue and so is the sea. With blue being so obviously close to 
human beings, we usually do not perceive blue as 'the color of the environment'. However unlike 
green, an object called sky does not exist. The paper discusses the characteristics of this blue. The 
blue of a carpet of flowers called Nemophila appeals to in particular human instinct with surprise, 
inner peace and a sense of flowing movement. 
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Road of iron 
 
KAWAMOTO Hideo  
Among the metal tools, iron occupies a unique position since it is used widely in the most 
fundamental parts. Iron is an element contained much in sand iron and rocks. The production of 
ironware is a result of numerous processes and the exercises of ingenuity that has been developed 
historically. The remaining ruins show much of the historic process of producing ironware. Even 
now the materials that clearly show the production process of the some times are stored in Izumo 
region. The production of iron is a cross section of cultural history in which humans become 
‘humans’. In September 2018 we made a study tour to Izumo region. The paper summarizes the 
tour with the materials at the time in the form of travel essay. 
 




What Kumagusu Minakata aimed at through his quest for dreams and phantom 
– Referring to the Iceberg model – 
KARASAWA Taisuke 
Folklore scholar and naturalist Kumagusu Minakata (1867-1941) had a strong interest in 
dreams and phantom. He looked into the realm deep in individual dreams and phantom to find 
out the origin of culture, folklore and religion developed by people. In other words he turned his 
thoughts even on what C.G.Jung called "collective unconscious". It is unlikely that Minakata had 
full knowledge of Jung's idea but so much is common between Minakata’s target range of research 
and Jung’s. Minakata tried to zero in on the deep structure of human psyche using Buddhist 
terminology such as "Myo 名  (national reminiscence)", "In 印  (symbol)" and "En 縁  
(relationship)". Employing the "Iceberg model" often used in Jungian psychology, the paper 
discusses what Minakata aimed at through his quest for a dimension of dreams or "collective 
unconsciousness". 
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Minakata Kumagusu: an informant (?) to British researchers 
 
TAMURA Yoshiya 
Minakata Kumagusu, a folklorist and botanist, published a large number of reports and 
research notes in the realm of folklore and comparative study of popular literature through his 
life, while his publication in botany is so few that he was occasionally considered by today's 
biologists as an informant rather than an independent researcher. Minakata's most important 
achievement in botany was his collection of specimens of Japanese myxomycetes sent to British 
researchers Listers (father and daughter), through whose writings his efforts were made academic 
contribution. Such manner of 'indirect' academic contribution of Minakata could be found in the 
area of humanities as well, as Minakata had sent draft translations and research materials of 
Japanese literature to F.V. Dickins, one of the first generation of British Japanologist who 
published one of the earliest anthologies of Japanese literature. The similarity rather than a 
contrast in the attitude of manipulating academic information between academic areas, ie botany 
and literature, might be worth noting. 
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Ango Sakaguchi's criticism of the Emperor System and an essay on ancient history 
of East Asia – 'gimmick' against ' gimmick ' – 
HAYAKAWA Yoshie 
After the war Ango Sakaguchi developed criticism of the Emperor System mainly in 
“Darakuron (On Decadence)” and others. Then he presented his unique view on the ancient 
history in his series of "Shin Nihon Chiri (New Japan Geography)". The paper discusses the 
relationship between his view on the ancient history and the criticism against the Emperor 
System. The word "gimmick" as being used by Ango in "Darakuron (Decadence)" and others has 
two meanings, one being the system including the Emperor System and the other being each 
people putting the blame on the system itself and not being true to their inner selves. He defined 
"decadence" as being faithful to one’s inner self rather than to a system or a public position. The 
Emperor System as a "gimmick" is backed by a "story" of “unbroken line of emperors” that lacks 
objective evidence. Ango Sakaguchi intended to invalidate the Emperor System as a “gimmick” by 
creating “stories” such as “Soga Emperor Theory” or “Hida Dynasty Theory” in “New Japan 
Geography”. He adopted a policy of producing a "story" using a detective story-like method rather 
than an academic method. This is one form of 'decadence' practiced by a novelist, Ango Sakaguchi. 
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Portrayal of young people seen in Kagai Kodama’s work: 1914 as an example 
 
YOKOUCHI Rina 
For Kodama Kagai, Chinese revolutionaries such as Sun Yat-sen were heroes. As result of the 
outbreak of World WarⅠin 1914, it is said that his style was "space filler", influenced by Pan-
Asianism which was the main tone of the published magazine. The magazines such as "Taiyo 
(Sun)" and "Yuben (Eloquence)" which eventually published many works of Kagai also published 
numerous essays and novels in favor of encouraging a war. As a natural consequence, such work 
as published in these magazines was whipping up war sentiment. The editorial department 
requested him to publish works conforming to the editorial intention of the magazine and did not 
ask him to write literary works. However on the other hand his lyrical works even small pieces 
was published in the literary magazines which proves that Kagai writes different pieces for 
different magazines and not all his works was a "space filler".  
I would like to consider the value of his works being published in the magazines based on his 
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portrayal of youth limiting to a year of 1914. 
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Foreign monks depicted in the literature in the Tang Dynasty and their cultural 
images – Through " You-yang za-zu” – 
WANG Yuan 
As a premise to examine the question of how ancient Japan-China cultural exchanges was 
depicted in the literature of Tang Dynasty, the paper discusses the cultural image of foreign monks 
depicted in the literature of Tang Dynasty using " You-yang za-zu". 
 An examination of how exotic religions and foreign monks were seen in the Tang Dynasty was 
then followed by an examination of how "foreign monks" and "Japanese monks" were depicted in 
"You-yang za-zu ". Then, I discussed the question of why and how such "foreign monks" and 
"Japanese monks" were depicted differently.  
While ‘foreign monks’ were seen prominently heterogeneous in visible outside appearances or 
habits, they were also regarded as having formidable mystical power (the power of the Buddhist 
dharma) in " You-yang za-zu ". On the other hand though examples are limited, "Japanese monks" 
were already depicted in such that otherness within the order of courtesy is absent in Japan or 
Japanese. I may well say that ‘Japanese monks” were depicted as being all the more prominently 
emotionally intact in “You-yang za-zu” which collects many tales.  
It seems that such contrast in the depiction reflects one aspect of the relationship between Tang 
and respective foreign countries. 
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Can the environmental issues be a serious crisis? 
– The fundamental problem of environmental consciousness indicated by Jasper's 
theory of boundary situation – 
IWASAKI Dai 
A self-evident proposition that "the environmental issues are serious crisis to humanity" is 
reasonable as an objective fact but cannot be a viable proposition that induces environmentally 
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conscious behavior. “A human being” which is an agent of this proposition cannot fulfill its function 
as an agent due to the fundamental human nature of seeking individual interests rather than the 
overall interest. 
Jaspers' theory of boundary situation is a philosophy to acquire subjective existence taking 
advantage of the experience in the absolute frustration that realizes you a limit of objective facts 
and actions. Although we may say that the environmental issues are in a boundary situation 
showing human finiteness and narrowness, it currently stays in a potential boundary situation 
since subjective experience is hard to acquire due to the characteristics of the global 
environmental issues and the structure of social dilemma. Subjective recognition of the 
environmental issues requires encouragement of inner transformation to think of better 
environment for the existence of “now, here, I” rather than an attempt to solve problems 
objectively by “a human being”. Environment design of eco-philosophy that brings about such 
subjective transformation is required to induce environmentally conscious behavior  
 
Keywords: environmental issues, predicament of mankind, eco-philosophy, boundary situation, 
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